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ABSTRACT 22 

Vaccination of SARS-CoV-2 convalescent individuals generates broad and potent antibody 23 

responses. Here, we isolated 459 spike-specific monoclonal antibodies (mAbs) from two 24 

individuals who were infected with an early ancestral strain of SARS-CoV-2 and later boosted 25 

with mRNA-1273. We characterized mAb genetic features by sequence assignments to the 26 

donors’ personal immunoglobulin genotypes and assessed antibody neutralizing activities 27 

against ancestral SARS-CoV-2, Beta, Delta, and Omicron variants. The mAbs used a broad 28 

range of immunoglobulin heavy chain (IGH) V genes in the response to all sub-determinants 29 

of the spike examined, with similar characteristics observed in both donors. IGH repertoire 30 

sequencing and B cell lineage tracing at longitudinal time points revealed extensive evolution 31 

of SARS-CoV-2 spike-binding antibodies from acute infection until vaccination five months 32 

later. These results demonstrate that highly polyclonal repertoires of affinity-matured memory 33 

B cells were efficiently recalled by vaccination, providing a basis for the potent antibody 34 

responses observed in convalescent persons following vaccination.  35 
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INTRODUCTION 36 

 37 

The rapid global spread of SARS-CoV-2 has highlighted the need to understand qualitative 38 

aspects of our immune response to emerging and evolving viruses, particularly neutralizing 39 

antibody activity and the duration of protective immunity. A wealth of studies has shown that 40 

SARS-CoV-2-infected individuals respond with rapid IgG production and neutralizing 41 

antibodies that are primarily directed against the receptor-binding domain (RBD) of subdomain 42 

1 (S1) of the virus spike (S). The strength of the early response correlates with disease severity, 43 

with persons who experience mild symptoms typically producing lower antibody levels than 44 

those who develop moderate or severe disease [1-3]. Serum antibody levels decline gradually 45 

once viral replication is controlled and short-lived antibody-producing plasma cells are no 46 

longer produced. However, antibody affinity maturation in germinal centers (GCs) continues 47 

for several months after the infection. This results in an improved quality of the memory B cell 48 

(MBC) compartment, which can be engaged upon re-exposure to antigen [4-6]. Since COVID-49 

19 vaccines became available, many reports have described properties of the elicited immune 50 

response; the best studied vaccines being the mRNA vaccines from Moderna [7] and 51 

Pfizer/BioNtech [8]. While these vaccines offer high levels of protection against severe disease, 52 

the antibody response wanes, and frequent boosting is required to prevent or reduce 53 

symptomatic disease [9, 10]. 54 

Waning antibody responses and the emergence of multiple SARS-CoV-2 variants of concern 55 

(VOCs) that partially or markedly evade antibody responses elicited by previous infection or 56 

vaccination have impeded the establishment of durable protection against the virus. Highly 57 

transmissible VOCs such as Delta, Omicron, and newly emerging Omicron subvariants 58 

reinforce that SARS-CoV-2 is a continuously evolving pathogen. Studies have shown that the 59 

individuals who were first infected with SARS-CoV-2 and then vaccinated (sometime referred 60 

to as hybrid immunity) develop higher antibody titers and increased neutralization breadth 61 

against VOCs compared to those who were only infected or vaccinated [11-16].  62 

While serological studies provide critical information about overall antibody titers and 63 

neutralization breadth, qualitative studies of memory B cell (MBC) and plasma cell can greatly 64 

help our understanding of how the humoral immune response evolves over time. Here, we 65 

applied high-throughput monoclonal antibody (mAb) isolation to retrieve 459 spike-binding 66 

mAbs from two individuals who were first SARS-CoV-2 infected and later vaccinated with 67 

mRNA-1273 (232 mAbs from donor IML3694 and 227 mAbs from donor IML3695), and we 68 
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characterized these for their genetic (germline gene usage, clonality, SHM) and functional 69 

(subdomain specificity and neutralization) properties. We then combined this with deep IGH 70 

repertoire sequencing (Rep-seq) and mAb linage tracing at longitudinal time points to obtain 71 

an improved understanding of the dynamics of the response. Of the 459 spike-binding mAbs, a 72 

set of mAbs (n=33) bound both the SARS-CoV-2 and the HCoV-HKU1 spike. The cross-73 

reactive mAbs were found predominantly at the acute infection time point and likely originated 74 

from pre-existing MBCs as they displayed significant levels of somatic hypermutation (SHM) 75 

already at this time point. In contrast, at the acute infection time point the SARS-CoV-2 S-76 

specific mAbs had low SHM and many of the lineages could be traced to the IgM repertoire, 77 

consistent with de novo elicitation. Lineage tracing in total IgG repertoires from longitudinal 78 

time points demonstrated that the CoV-2 S-specific mAbs diversified and acquired extensive 79 

SHM in the five months following the infection, resulting in a highly polyclonal MBC pool that 80 

was readily recalled and expanded by the vaccination. These results offer a detailed dissection 81 

of the B cell response to SARS-CoV-2 S at a clonal level and over time, illustrating the 82 

dynamics of the response in individuals who were infected during the first wave of the 83 

pandemic and mRNA vaccinated five months later.  84 
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RESULTS 85 

 86 

Prior infection results in significantly increased antibody binding and neutralizing titers 87 

upon vaccination 88 

We analyzed serum IgG titers against the S proteins of SARS-CoV-2 and HCoV-HKU1 in 89 

samples collected from a cohort of individuals who had recovered from the first wave of SARS-90 

CoV-2 infections in 2020, both before and after vaccination, compared to a cohort of uninfected 91 

vaccinated individuals and unvaccinated pre-pandemic controls (Supplementary Table 1). 92 

Measurable antibody titers against SARS-CoV-2 S were detected in all samples except the pre-93 

pandemic control samples. Responses were highest in individuals who were previously infected 94 

then vaccinated, with half-maximal effective concentration (EC50) enzyme-linked 95 

immunosorbent assay (ELISA) titers more than an order of magnitude higher than in the same 96 

individuals prior to vaccination (Supplementary Fig. 1A). In contrast, antibody titers against 97 

HCoV-HKU1 S were similar in the pre-pandemic samples and the samples from uninfected 98 

vaccinated individuals, while infected individuals displayed higher HCoV-HKU1 S titers both 99 

before and after vaccination (Supplementary Fig. 1B), consistent with previous work [6]. 100 

Serum samples from donors with prior SARS-CoV-2 infection followed by vaccination 101 

displayed higher serum neutralizing titers than samples collected following vaccination alone 102 

against all VOCs tested, except the ancestral Wuhan strain (p-value 0.11). Neutralizing 103 

antibody titers were significantly higher in serum samples from uninfected vaccinated 104 

individuals compared to infected individuals prior to their vaccination (Supplementary Fig. 105 

1C). These data support prior observations that vaccination of SARS-CoV-2 convalescent 106 

individuals induces a more robust antibody response than does infection or vaccination alone, 107 

and that this response translates into improved serum neutralizing activity against VOCs [11-108 

16]. 109 

 110 

Isolation and characterization of SARS-CoV-2 spike-specific monoclonal antibodies 111 

To investigate the evolution of the B cell response in more detail, we collected sequential serum 112 

and peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs) from two SARS-CoV-2 recovered 113 

individuals, IML3694 and IML3695, who each received a single mRNA-1273 vaccination 114 

approximately five months after infection with the ancestral strain. We acquired longitudinal 115 

samples from each respective donor as follows: 11 or 14 days post-infection (acute timepoint), 116 

32 or 37 days post-infection (convalescent timepoint), 160 or 169 days post-infection (pre-vax 117 

timepoint), and 9 or 7 days post-vaccination (post-vax timepoint) (Fig. 1A, Supplementary 118 
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Table 2). Assessment of serum neutralizing antibodies showed that the two donors had 119 

comparable neutralizing activity against the Wuhan strain (WT), Beta, Delta, and Omicron 120 

BA.1. Beta and Omicron BA.1 were more neutralization-resistant than the WT, and the Delta 121 

variants (Fig. 1B), as previously reported [17-22]. A total of 459 spike-specific mAbs were 122 

isolated across the acute, pre-vax, and post-vax time points, 232 from IML3694 and 227 from 123 

IML3695 (Supplementary Table 3). The mAbs were isolated from total antibody-secreting 124 

cells (ASCs) at the acute and post-vax time points and from spike-binding MBCs at the pre-vax 125 

time point (Supplementary Fig. 2A). The subdomain specificities of the mAbs were 126 

determined by binding to recombinant SARS-CoV-2 subdomain 2 (S2), N-terminal domain 127 

(NTD) and receptor binding domain (RBD) proteins. S2-specific antibodies dominated the 128 

response in both donors (Fig. 1C), consistent with previous observations [6, 23]. When 129 

examining mAbs isolated at the three different time points separately, we observed differences 130 

in IGHV gene usage with a proportionally lower use of IGHV1 and IGHV4 family genes at the 131 

acute infection time compared to the other time points. This was largely explained by the fact 132 

that proportionally more HCoV-HKU1-binding mAbs were isolated from this time point 133 

(Supplementary Fig. 2B), many of which used IGHV3-30 (IGHV3-30*18). We also observed 134 

a peak of IGHV1-69-using mAbs post-vaccination, which included several (n=21) clonally 135 

diverse IGHV1-69-using antibody lineages that were readily expanded by vaccination 136 

(Supplementary Fig. 3A). This skewing between mAbs isolated at different time points was 137 

also apparent at the level of subdomain specificities. mAbs isolated from the acute infection 138 

time point showed a different distribution of subdomain specificities compared to those isolated 139 

from pre- and post-vax time points due to the frequency of HCoV-HKU1 cross-reactive 140 

lineages at the acute time point. Despite binding to the full-length trimeric SARS-CoV-2 S, 141 

many of these could not be mapped to a specific subdomain, possibly due to low affinity or the 142 

lack of quaternary epitopes on the probes used here (Supplementary Fig. 3B). The subdomain 143 

specificities of mAbs isolated at different time points were very similar between the two donors 144 

and consisted of S2, NTD and RBD binders (Supplementary Fig. 3C). 145 

 146 

We next assigned germline immunoglobulin heavy chain V, D and J (IGHV, IGHD and IGHJ) 147 

allele usage to each mAb. To ensure correct assignment, personalized IG genotyping was 148 

performed using IgDiscover [24] to infer germline IG alleles from expressed IgM repertoires 149 

from each donor (Supplementary Table 4). Correct allelic assignment is required not only for 150 

correct clonotyping of antibodies but also for precise calculations of SHM. The SARS-CoV-2 151 
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S-specific mAbs used a broad range of IGHV genes, with IGHV3-9, IGHV3-30, IGHV3-30-3, 152 

IGHV3-33, IGHV4-31, IGHV1-69, and IGHV4-59 being the most frequently used. We found 153 

that the gene usage was highly similar between the two donors, demonstrating inter-donor 154 

consistency in the engagement of the B cell repertoire against SARS-CoV-2 (Fig. 1D). Most of 155 

the IGHV genes were used in the response to all three subdomains, RBD, NTD and S2, except 156 

IGHV3-53 and IGHV2-5, which were almost exclusively used in the Ab response to RBD (Fig. 157 

1E). Biased IGHV gene usage in the RBD response is consistent with previous work [25-29].  158 

 159 

Of the full panel of mAbs described in this study, 31 displayed neutralizing half-maximal 160 

inhibitory concentration (IC50) values below 0.4 mg/ml against SARS-CoV-2, and four mAbs 161 

(ADI-67444, ADI-67138, ADI-67183 and ADI-67857) potently neutralized Omicron BA.1 162 

with IC50 values below 0.02 mg/ml (Fig. 2). Since all mAbs were isolated prior to the emergence 163 

of the Omicron lineage and prior to the use of Omicron variant vaccines, these results 164 

demonstrate the ability of the immune system to generate antibodies against epitopes that are 165 

conserved between the ancestral spike and VOCs, despite numerous mutations in the RBD of 166 

many variants. Of the four Omicron BA.1 neutralizing mAbs, three potently neutralized the 167 

Omicron sub-lineage, BA.2.75, yet all failed to neutralize the Omicron sub-lineage BA.5 (Fig. 168 

2).  169 

 170 

Bulk antibody repertoire sequencing for lineage tracing 171 

To examine the evolution of the B cell lineages defined by the isolated mAbs, we produced 172 

bulk IgG libraries from each donor using PBMCs sampled at the acute infection, convalescent 173 

and post-vax time points. To analyze B cell repertoire diversity rather than transcript counts, 174 

the Rep-seq VDJ nucleotide sequences were deduplicated and denoised using the Fast 175 

Amplicon Denoising (FAD) algorithm [30]. An example of a traced antibody lineage before 176 

and after FAD is shown in Supplementary Fig. 4A. We also observed that some of the high 177 

SHM sequences were the result of apparent chimeric products, likely formed during PCR, 178 

which we filtered out using a chimeric IGHV sequence detection method. The effect of chimeric 179 

cleaning was visible when examining individual antibody lineages with chimeric sequence 180 

average SHM consistently falling above the average SHM for the non-chimeric sequences 181 

(Supplementary Fig. 4B). All subsequent tracing analysis was performed following FAD and 182 

chimera cleaning. The ratio of clonotypes to unique sequences was higher on average (0.86 183 

with standard deviation of 0.03) for IgM compared to IgG repertoires (0.27 with standard 184 
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deviation of 0.05), which may be explained by IgG repertoires being more heavily dominated 185 

by expanded clones (Supplementary Fig. 4C). We observed that IGHV3-30 and IGHV3-33 186 

usage was high across all repertoires, especially for IgG (Supplementary Fig. 4D). IGHV3-23 187 

was among the most frequently used genes in the IgM repertoires, especially in IML3695, but 188 

it was not often used proportionally in the S-specific mAbs. 189 

 190 

Lineage analysis reveals the development of spike-binding antibodies following infection 191 

and vaccination 192 

Of the HCoV-HKU1 cross-reactive mAbs isolated from the different time points, 48% were 193 

isolated from the acute infection time point (Fig. 3A). When comparing SHM levels for the 194 

HCoV-HKU1 cross-reactive mAbs (n=16) with SARS-CoV-2 spike-specific mAbs (n=50) 195 

from the acute infection time point, we observed a significant difference in median SHM levels: 196 

7.56% compared to 3.49% respectively at the nucleotide level (Fig. 3B). This suggested that 197 

pre-existing HCoV-HKU1 memory B cells were reactivated by SARS-CoV-2 infection in these 198 

donors, consistent with the serological data (Supplementary Fig. 1) and previous reports [31]. 199 

To investigate this further, we selected an HCoV-HKU1 spike cross-reactive lineage, ADI-200 

66175, for tracing in the IgG Rep-seq data. The ADI-66175 lineage was represented by 7 201 

clonally related mAbs from the complete mAb set (Supplementary Table 3).    202 

Tracing an expanded HCoV-HKU1 S-cross-reactive lineage, ADI-66175, in the IgG Rep-seq 203 

data revealed that it evolved extensively during the acute SARS-CoV-2 infection. This lineage 204 

was especially rich with numerous somatic variants traced at the acute infection time point and 205 

a smaller number at the convalescent time point (Fig. 3C). The full range of SHM detected for 206 

this lineage suggested that a range of variants, from unmutated to intermediate to highly 207 

mutated, were archived in memory B cells. We did not identify any members of this lineage in 208 

the IgM libraries, supporting the conclusion that this was a pre-existing IgG-switched lineage.  209 

We next evaluated three SARS-CoV-2 S-specific lineages for which large numbers of somatic 210 

variants were traced, ADI-66196 and ADI-67860, S2-specific Abs, and ADI-67983, an RBD-211 

specific neutralizing Ab. ADI-66196 was isolated at the acute infection time point and had very 212 

low SHM, while ADI-67860 and ADI-67983 were isolated from the pre-vax time point and had 213 

higher SHM. Variants of the three mAbs were traced in both IgM and IgG libraries from the 214 

acute infection time point when both ASCs and MBCs are likely to be present, while almost no 215 

sequences could be traced at the convalescent time point, suggesting that the memory B cell 216 

pool was small or contracted. However, extensive expansion was observed for both lineages at 217 
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the post-vax time point with multiple distinct evolutionary branches as demonstrated by 218 

phylogenetic tree analysis (Fig. 4A). SHM comparisons between the mAbs and the traced 219 

sequences illustrated the increase in SHM between the acute infection time point and the post-220 

vax time point (Fig. 4B). Because the post-vax time point was as early as 7 or 9 days after 221 

vaccination, the high SHM levels observed at this time likely reflected affinity maturation that 222 

had occurred in the time leading up to the vaccination, archived in memory B cells, rather than 223 

an increase in SHM following vaccination. The fact that ADI-67983, which was isolated at the 224 

pre-vax time point, had similar SHM levels as its traced somatic variants at the post-vax time 225 

point illustrates this point. Furthermore, these analyses highlight that inclusion of IgM in 226 

lineage tracing bridged the gap between disparate clades of IgG sequences, aiding the 227 

construction of lineage trees.  228 

 229 

Vaccination expands a broad range of infection-induced S-specific Ab lineages  230 

Having confirmed that SARS-CoV-2-specific B cell lineages could be traced in bulk Rep-seq 231 

data from the post-vax time points for selected mAb sequences, we performed a broader search 232 

that included all infection-induced SARS-CoV-2 S-specific Ab lineages, defined either by 233 

mAbs that were isolated pre-vax, or by mAbs that were isolated from the post-vax time point 234 

but which could be traced back to a time point prior to the vaccination. Clonal collapsing 235 

revealed that the 459 mAbs belonged to 405 mAb lineages of which 200 (49.4%) were traceable 236 

in the next-generation sequencing (NGS) data at one or several time points, including 13 237 

neutralizing lineages. Traced lineages were assigned to the subdomain specificities of the 238 

corresponding mAbs, which resulted in a total of 82 S2 lineages, 33 NTD lineages, 32 RBD 239 

lineages, and 53 lineages with undefined subdomain specificity. The subdomain specificity 240 

proportions among lineages were consistent with the proportions among the mAbs, with S2 241 

lineages being the most common and NTD and RBD present at similar numbers.  242 

Strikingly, analysis of the IgG libraries generated from day 9 (IML3694) and day 7 (IML3695) 243 

after vaccination demonstrated that vaccination expanded a broad range of B cell lineages, with 244 

88 clonally distinct lineages in the two donors. This included lineages defined by mAbs isolated 245 

from MBCs at the pre-vax time point (n=52) and lineages defined by mAbs that were isolated 246 

at other time points and traced both before and after the vaccination (n=36). Overall, these 247 

results suggest that the vaccine-induced recall response engaged a highly polyclonal B cell 248 

repertoire, including several neutralizing Ab lineages (Fig. 5A). For most lineages, we observed 249 
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a decrease in traceable sequences during the convalescent timepoint compared to the acute 250 

timepoint, which may be explained by either a contraction in SARS-CoV-2 spike-specific 251 

MBCs or a lack of circulating S-specific ASCs at this time point. Interestingly, we identified a 252 

set of S-specific lineages (ADI-66210, ADI-66213, ADI-66196, ADI-66197, ADI-67108, ADI-253 

67109 and ADI-67112) that were present both at the acute infection time point, when these 254 

mAbs were isolated from ASCs, and as MBCs that could be reactivated by the vaccination five 255 

months later, suggesting dual differentiation fates for infection-induced B cells.  256 

When we examined the median level of SHM in lineages that were traced in both IgM Rep-seq 257 

data from the acute infection time point and IgG Rep-seq data from the post-vax time point 258 

there was a clear increase in SHM in all lineages (Fig. 5B, left). A similar effect was observed 259 

in lineages traced in IgG Rep-seq data from the acute infection time point and IgG Rep-seq data 260 

from the post-vax time point (Fig. 5B, right). We also compared SHM levels of the mAbs that 261 

were isolated from MBCs at the pre-vax time point with the median SHM of their variants that 262 

were traced at the post-vax time point. We found the SHM levels to be highly similar, consistent 263 

with affinity maturation having occurred during the time leading up to the vaccination rather 264 

than in the short period (9 or 7 days) between the vaccination and the post-vax sampling time 265 

point (Fig. 5C). Thus, the peak in serum antibody titers observed one week after vaccine 266 

boosting (Fig. 1B) reflects antibody sequences archived in MBCs and their differentiation into 267 

antibody-secreting plasmablasts upon antigen restimulation.  268 
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DISCUSSION 269 

The SARS-CoV-2 pandemic is unique due to its rapid spread and extensive impact on societies, 270 

and because vaccines were developed and deployed within just a year of isolating the virus. 271 

Vaccination has curtailed the damage caused by the pandemic by protecting individuals from 272 

severe disease. Two mRNA-based vaccines, mRNA-1273 from Moderna and BNT162b2 from 273 

Pfizer/BioNTech, were among the first COVID-19 vaccines to be approved, with several 274 

inactivated virus- and vector-based vaccines gaining approval around the same time or soon 275 

thereafter. At present, several billion doses of mRNA vaccines have been administered globally, 276 

with numbers increasing rapidly. However, availability of the vaccines was initially limited 277 

and, while this has improved, access to vaccine doses remains constrained in many parts of the 278 

world. Thus, with the continued spread of the virus, the first exposure to SARS-CoV-2 for many 279 

persons is natural infection, making studies of how convalescent persons respond to subsequent 280 

vaccination highly relevant. Several studies have shown that immunity induced by infection 281 

followed by vaccination stimulates higher antibody titers than either alone [11, 14, 15], but how 282 

the B cell response evolves following infection and vaccination remains a question of interest. 283 

To investigate this question, we used a high throughput mAb isolation platform to generate 459 284 

spike-specific mAbs representing 405 clonally unique Ab lineages from two individuals who 285 

were first infected with SARS-CoV-2 and vaccinated with a single dose of mRNA-1273 about 286 

five months later. Characterization of the mAbs at the genetic and binding levels revealed that 287 

they used a broad set of IGHV genes to target all subdomains of the spike analyzed (RBD, NTD 288 

and S2), illustrating the polyclonal nature of the response. We identified 31 mAbs that 289 

neutralized one or more SARS-CoV-2 variants, including four mAbs that potently neutralized 290 

the recently emerged Omicron BA.2.75 variant. Neutralization of BA.5, which was responsible 291 

for the fifth wave of infections in South Africa [32] and then rapidly spread to become dominant 292 

in many parts of the world, was weak, if detectable. Escape from neutralizing antibodies by 293 

BA.5 is well-documented [33, 34] and our results are consistent with recent findings showing 294 

that BA.2.75 is, for some antibodies, more neutralization-sensitive than BA.5 [21].  295 

A set of non-neutralizing mAbs (n=33) were cross-reactive with the spike of HCoV-HKU1, the 296 

majority of which were isolated at the acute infection time point when total ASCs were used as 297 

the source for mAb isolation. Consistent with prior studies, the cross-reactive mAbs displayed 298 

overall higher levels of SHM than the SARS-CoV-2 spike-specific mAbs isolated at the same 299 

time point, suggesting that SARS-CoV-2 infection boosted pre-existing cross-reactive MBCs 300 

induced by prior infection with endemic HCoVs, such as HKU1 [6, 31, 35]. The HCoV-HKU1 301 
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cross-reactive Ab lineage that we studied in-depth, ADI-66175, evolved additional SHM 302 

through the convalescent phase, but it was not boosted by vaccination suggesting that it 303 

recognized an epitope that was not present on the vaccine antigen. Whether HCoV cross-304 

reactive antibody responses have a protective role and contribute to the control of SARS-CoV-305 

2 remains unknown. Other studies have shown that HCoV cross-reactive Abs are mostly S2-306 

directed, and such Abs are, with rare exceptions [36], non-neutralizing. In our study, we could 307 

not define the domain specificity for all 33 HCoV-HKU1-binding mAbs but we could show 308 

that they were non-neutralizing. This does not rule out that they play a role in antibody-309 

dependent cellular cytotoxicity (ADCC) or other antibody-dependent immune functions that 310 

were not studied here.  311 

The greatest benefit of this collection of mAbs was the opportunity to use their sequences to 312 

interrogate the B cell repertoire longitudinally. A primary objective of the study was to 313 

determine if there were constraints in the recall response that skewed or limited the post-314 

vaccination response to a more oligoclonal repertoire. Boosting a broad repertoire of B cells is 315 

desired as this provides improved chances to maintain effective neutralizing antibody responses 316 

in the face of viral evolution and the emergence of VOCs. To address this question, we deep- 317 

sequenced IgG repertoires from the acute infection time point, as well as from the pre- and post-318 

vax time points. The post-vax time point approximately one week after vaccination was selected 319 

to capture the burst of short-lived ASCs that originate from pre-existing MBCs [37, 38]. The 320 

fact that we could trace as many as 88 SARS-CoV-2 S-specific infection-induced antibody 321 

lineages at the post-vax time point demonstrates that mRNA-1273 vaccination of previously 322 

SARS-CoV-2-infected individuals stimulates a very broad repertoire of MBCs generated from 323 

the infection. In both donors, this included RBD-targeting neutralizing Ab lineages, ADI-324 

67649, ADI-67748 and ADI-67831 in IML3694 and ADI-67135, ADI-67857, ADI-67971 and 325 

ADI-67983 in IML3695. Additional but less expanded RBD-neutralizing lineages were also 326 

observed post-vaccination. The lineage tracing allowed us to identify many clonal variants of 327 

each antibody lineage and construction of phylogenetic trees illustrated the high degree of 328 

diversification and maturation that each lineage undergoes during the months following SARS-329 

CoV-2 infection. Similar studies have been performed in influenza-vaccinated subjects, also 330 

demonstrating continued evolution of pre-existing influenza-specific B cell lineages following 331 

vaccination [39].   332 

While it is not expected that all lineages that are present in a donor can be traced from a single 333 

blood draw due to sampling limitations, we conclude that many lineages archived in the MBC 334 
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pool could be measured at the post-vax time point when they likely contributed to the increase 335 

serum antibody titers. Several mAbs isolated from MBCs sampled at the pre-vax time point that 336 

were traced at the post-vax time point, which was 9 and 7 days later for IML-3694 and IML-337 

3695 respectively, had similar SHM levels between these two time points. These results are 338 

consistent with that sequences traced at the post-vax time point originate from reactivated 339 

MBCs that differentiate into plasmablasts 7 to 9 days after the vaccination without having 340 

undergone further affinity maturation in the GC (Figure 5C). Whether infection-induced spike-341 

specific IgG-switched MBCs are recruited back to GCs upon vaccine boosting was not 342 

investigated here due to the lack of later sampling time points for these donors. While it has 343 

been shown that increases in SHM within given B cell lineages result from persistent GCs over 344 

long periods of time [40], the extent to which circulating MBCs are recruited back into GCs in 345 

response to antigen boosting remains a topic of intense research [41]. Furthermore, in addition 346 

to the circulating blood compartment sampled here, MBCs also reside in tissues [42, 43]. As 347 

such compartments were not sampled here, this study likely underestimates the diversity of 348 

SARS-CoV-2 S-specific Ab sequences that were recalled by the vaccination.  349 

Overall, our approach involving mAb isolation coupled with lineage tracing in bulk IgG 350 

libraries allowed us to comprehensively probe the SARS-CoV-2 S-specific MBC repertoire. 351 

The results underscore the polyclonal nature of the infection-induced Ab response and show 352 

that vaccination of convalescent persons expands a broad repertoire of Ab lineages, 353 

underpinning the effective responses observed in hybrid immunity.  354 
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METHODS 355 

 356 

Study design and donor information 357 

The results shown in Supplementary Fig. 1A were performed under permit 2021-00055 and 358 

amendment 2021-01387 approved by the Swedish ethics review authority and is part of an 359 

ongoing clinical trial to investigate immune responses to Covid-19 vaccination (EudraCT 360 

number 2021-000683-30). Two SARS-CoV-2-infected patients were recruited for in-depth 361 

studies. Both volunteers gave informed consent in accordance with the Dartmouth-Hitchcock 362 

Hospital (D-HH) Human Research Protection Program (Institutional Review Board) and 363 

approved by the Swedish ethics review authority, permit 2021-01850. SARS-CoV-2 infection 364 

was confirmed by reverse transcriptase polymerase chain reaction after nasal swab in October 365 

2020. Participants received the first dose of the mRNA-1273 vaccine (Moderna) approximately 366 

5 months after the first positive test. Blood samples were collected and fractionated by the 367 

Clinical Research Unit of D-HH to obtain PBMCs and serum. Donor information and sample 368 

collection dates are shown in Supplementary Table 2.  369 

  370 

Recombinant antigens 371 

Prefusion-stabilized SARS-CoV-2 spike protein (S-2P) was generated using a plasmid 372 

encoding residues 1-1208 of the SARS-CoV-2 spike. Other features of the plasmid include a 373 

mutated S1/S2 furin cleavage site (RSAR to GSAS), proline substitutions at positions 986 and 374 

987, a C-terminal T4 fibritin domain, HRV3C cleavage site, 8x HisTag and TwinStrepTag. 375 

HEK-293 cells (DSMZ, ACC 305) were transfected using PEIpro (PolyPlus, Cat# 115-100), 376 

followed by addition of Kifunensine (5 μM) after 3-hr. Cell supernatants were harvested and 377 

expressed protein was purified using NiNTD Sepharose resin (Cytiva, Cat# 17531804) and 378 

StrepTactin XT Superflow high-capacity resin (IBA Life Sciences, Cat# 24030025). Using size 379 

exclusion chromatography, purified protein was polished successively on a HiLoad 16/600 380 

Superdex 200 pg column (Cytiva, Cat#28989335) and HiLoad 16/600 column packed with 125 381 

mL of Superose 6 resin (Cytiva, Cat# 17048901). Plasmids encoding residues 319-591 of the 382 

SARS-CoV-2 spike with a C-terminal HRV3C cleavage site, monomeric Fc-tag and 8x HisTag 383 

(SARS-CoV-2 RBD-SD1); residues 1-305 of the SARS-CoV-2 spike with a C-terminal 384 

HRV3C cleavage site, monomeric Fc-tag and 8x HisTag (SARS-CoV-2 NTD) were transfected 385 

into FreeStyle293F cells using polyethylenimine. Cell supernatants were harvested after 6 days 386 

and purified using Protein A resin (Pierce). Affinity-purified SARS-CoV-2 RBD-SD1 and NTD 387 
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proteins were then further polished by size-exclusion chromatography on a Superdex 200 388 

Increase column (Cytiva) in a buffer composed of 2 mM Tris pH 8.0, 200 mM NaCl and 0.02% 389 

NaN3. The SARS-CoV-2 spike S2 protein was purchased from Acro Biosystems (Cat# S2N-390 

C52H5) and HCoV-HKU1 S (Cat# 40606-V08B) protein was purchased from Sino Biological. 391 

  392 

Detection and sorting of single B cells 393 

Acute samples post-infection and samples post-vaccination were stained to isolate antibody 394 

secreting cells (ASCs), whereas pre-vaccination PBMCs were stained for memory B cells 395 

(MBCs). For ASC sorts, PBMCs were stained using anti-human CD19 (PE-Cy7; Biolegend, 396 

Cat# 302216), CD20 (APC-Cy7; Biolegend, Cat302313#),CD38 (PE; Biolegend, Cat# 397 

303506), CD3 (PerCP-Cy5.5; Biolegend, Cat# 30040), CD8 (PerCP-Cy5.5; Biolegend, Cat# 398 

344710), CD14 (PerCP-Cy5.5; Invitrogen, Cat# 45-0149-42), CD16 (PerCP-Cy5.5; Biolegend, 399 

Cat# 360712), IgM (BV711; BD Biosciences, Cat# 747877), CD71 (APC; Biolegend, Cat# 400 

334107), CD27 (BV510; BD Biosciences Cat# 740167) and propidium iodide (PI). For MBC 401 

sorts, PBMCs were stained with CD19 (PE-Cy7; Biolegend, Cat# 302216), CD3 (PerCP-Cy5.5; 402 

Biolegend, Cat# 30040), CD8 (PerCP-Cy5.5; Biolegend, Cat# 344710), CD14 (PerCP-Cy5.5; 403 

Invitrogen, Cat# 45-0149-42), CD16 (PerCP-Cy5.5; Biolegend, Cat# 360712), IgM (BV711; 404 

BD Biosciences, Cat# 747877), CD71 (APC-Cy7; Biolegend, Cat# 334110), CD27 (BV510; 405 

BD Biosciences, Cat# 740167), PI and a freshly-prepared mixture of PE- and APC-labeled 406 

SARS-CoV-2 S-2P protein tetramers (25 nM each). ASCs, defined as 407 

CD19+CD20loCD38+CD27+CD3−CD8−CD14−CD16−PI− or class-switched B cells, defined as 408 

CD19+CD3−CD8−CD14−CD16−PI−IgM−IgD− cells that showed reactivity to both SARS-CoV-409 

2 S-2P tetramers, were single-cell index sorted using a BD FACS Aria II Fusion (BD 410 

Biosciences) into 96-well polypropylene microplates (Corning Cat# 07-200-95) containing 20 411 

μl/well of lysis buffer [5 μl of 5X first strand SSIV cDNA buffer (Invitrogen Cat # 18090050B), 412 

0.25 μl RNaseOUT (Invitrogen Cat#10777019), 0.625 μl of NP-40 (Thermo Scientific Cat# 413 

85124),1.25 μl dithiothreitol (Invitrogen), and 12.85 μl dH2O]. Plates were spun down at 1,000 414 

× g for 30 s and stored at -80°C until use. Flow cytometry data was analyzed using FlowJo 415 

software. 416 

  417 

Amplification and cloning of antibody variable genes 418 

Human antibody variable gene transcripts (VH, Vκ, Vλ) were amplified by reverse transcription 419 

polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) using SuperScript IV enzyme (Thermo Scientific Cat# 420 

18090050) followed by nested PCR using HotStarTaq Plus DNA Polymerase (Qiagen Cat# 421 
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203646) and a mixture of IgM-, IgD-, IgA- and IgG-specific constant-region primers as 422 

previously described (Wec et al. Science 2020). The primers used in the second round of nested 423 

PCR contained 40 base pairs of 5′ and 3′ homology with linearized yeast expression vectors to 424 

allow cloning by homologous recombination. Amplified transcripts were transformed into S. 425 

cerevisiae using the lithium acetate method for chemical transformation [44]. Per 426 

transformation reaction, yeast cells (1x107) were incubated with a mixture of 240 μl of 427 

polyethylene glycol (PEG) 3350 (50% w/v) (Sigma-Aldrich, Cat# 202444), 36 μl of 1M lithium 428 

acetate (Sigma Aldrich, Cat# 517992), 10 μl of denatured salmon sperm DNA (Invitrogen, Cat# 429 

15632011), 67 μl sterile water, 200 ng of each of the digested vectors and 10 μl each of 430 

unpurified VH and VL amplified PCR product at 42°C for 45 min. Yeast were then washed 431 

twice with sterile water, recovered in selective media, and plated for Sanger sequencing. 432 

  433 

Expression and purification of IgGs and Fab fragments 434 

To produce monoclonal antibodies (mAbs) as full-length IgG1 proteins, S. cerevisiae yeast 435 

cultures were incubated in 24 well plates at 30°C and 80% relative humidity with shaking at 436 

650 RPM in Infors Multitron shakers. Culture supernatants were harvested after 6 days and 437 

IgGs were purified by protein A-based affinity chromatography followed by elution using 200 438 

mM acetic acid with 50 mM NaCl (pH 3.5) and finally neutralized with 1/8 (v/v) 2 M HEPES 439 

(pH 8.0). To generate Fab fragments, IgGs were digested with papain at 30°C for 2-hr and the 440 

reaction terminated using iodoacetamide. To remove Fc fragments and undigested IgG, the 441 

mixtures were passed over protein A agarose. The flow-through was then passed over 442 

CaptureSelect™ IgG-CH1 affinity resin (ThermoFisher Scientific) and the Fabs captured on 443 

the resin surface were eluted using 200 mM acetic acid with 50 mM NaCl (pH 3.5) followed 444 

by neutralized 1/8 (v/v) 2 M HEPES (pH 8.0). 445 

  446 

Biolayer interferometry kinetic measurements 447 

Apparent equilibrium dissociation constant (KD
App) affinities were calculated by BLI using a 448 

ForteBio Octet HTX instrument (Molecular Devices) as previously described [45]. Reagents 449 

were formulated in PBSF (PBS with 0.1% w/v BSA), and all binding steps were performed at 450 

25°C with 1000 rpm orbital shaking speed. To measure IgG binding to recombinant antigens, 451 

IgGs (100nM) were captured on anti-human IgG (AHC) biosensors (Molecular Devices) and 452 

then equilibrated in PBSF for a minimum of 30 min. Following a 60-s baseline step in PBSF, 453 

the IgG-loaded biosensors were exposed to the antigen at 100 nM for 180-s and then dipped 454 

into PBSF to measure any dissociation of the antigen from the biosensor surface over a period 455 
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of 180-s. For binding responses > 0.1 nm, data were aligned, inter-step corrected (to the 456 

association step), and fit to a 1:1 binding model using the ForteBio Data Analysis Software, 457 

version 11.1.   458 

 459 

SARS-CoV-2 spike-pseudotyped MLV neutralization assay 460 

Single-cycle infection pseudoviruses were generated as previously described [46]. Briefly, 461 

HEK-293 cells were co-transfected with 0.5 µg of the SARS-CoV-2 WT spike (NC_045512; 462 

pCDNA3.3) or SARS-CoV-2 variants (Beta, Delta, Omicron BA.1) and 2 µg each of MLV 463 

luciferase (Vector Builder) and MLV gag/pol (Vector Builder) plasmids using Lipofectamine 464 

2000 (ThermoFisher Scientific). Cell supernatants were harvested 48-hr post-transfection and 465 

aliquoted to be frozen at -80°C. To measure neutralizing activity of mAbs, 10,000-15,000 466 

HeLa-hACE2 cells/well (BPS Bioscience Cat #79958) were seeded overnight in 96-well tissue 467 

culture plates (Corning). Serial dilutions of mAbs (4 mg/ml-0.5 ng/ml) in cell culture media 468 

were incubated with a fixed volume of MLV particles for 1-hr at 37°C, 5% CO2. After washing 469 

HeLa-hACE2 cells three times with DPBS, the virus-mAb mixture was directly added over the 470 

cells and incubated. After 72-hr, the supernatant was aspirated and cells were lysed with 471 

Luciferase Cell Culture Lysis 5× reagent (Promega, Cat# E153A). Luciferase activity was 472 

measured using the Luciferase Assay System (Promega, Cat# E151A) following manufacturer's 473 

instructions, and relative luminescence units (RLU) were quantified on a luminometer (Perkin 474 

Elmer). Percent neutralization was calculated as 100*(1–RLUsample/RLUisotype control mAb), and the 475 

50% neutralization concentration was interpolated using four-parameter nonlinear regression 476 

fitted curves in GraphPad Prism. 477 

  478 

VSV-SARS-CoV-2 pseudovirus neutralization assay  479 

Microneutralization assays were also performed using a VSV-based pseudovirus system as 480 

previously described (Butler et al. Frontiers in Imm 2020). Briefly, mAbs or serum were diluted 481 

in 2-fold series and incubated with VSV-SARS-CoV-2 pseudoviruses for 1 hr at 37°C. The 482 

mixture was then added to 293T-hsACE2 cells (Integral Molecular, Philadelphia, PA) and 483 

incubated at 37°C, 5% CO2 for 24 hrs. Cell lysates were collected and luciferase activity 484 

measured using the Bright-Glo system (Promega) with a Bio-Tek II plate reader. Percent 485 

neutralization was calculated as [100 - (mean RLU test wells/mean RLU positive control wells) 486 

× 100] and further used to determine the half-maximal inhibitory concentrations for mAbs 487 

(IC50) and 50% neutralization titers for serum (NT50). 488 

  489 
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Enzyme-linked immunosorbent assays (ELISA) 490 

For serum binding studies, SARS-CoV-2 S-2P protein was diluted to 5 μg/ml in PBS (pH 7.4) 491 

and used to coat 96-well high-binding polystyrene ELISA plates (Corning, Cat# 3690) were 492 

coated with 25 μl per well of SARS-CoV-2 S-2P protein diluted to 5 μg/ml in PBS (pH 7.4) 493 

and incubated overnight at 4°C. All subsequent incubations, until the addition of substrate, were 494 

for 1-hr at 37°C. Wells were washed 3 times with PBS and incubated with blocking solution 495 

(5% (w/v) non-fat dried milk (NFDM)). Serial dilutions of human serum were prepared in 5% 496 

NFDM-PBS and added to the wells (25 μl per well) after removal of the blocking solution. 497 

Plates were washed three times with PBS followed by addition of secondary cross-adsorbed 498 

anti-human IgG-HRP (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Cat# 31413) detection antibody (25 μl per 499 

well) at 1:8000 dilution in 5% NFDM-PBS. Plates were washed three times with PBS. 1-Step 500 

Ultra TMB-ELISA Substrate Solution (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Cat# 34029) was added (25 501 

μl per well) to detect binding, incubated at room temperature for 6-8-min followed by addition 502 

of an equal volume of stop reagent (2M sulfuric acid). Absorbance was measured at 450 nm 503 

using a Spectramax microplate Reader (Molecular Devices) and responses plotted as a function 504 

of dilution. Serum binding was calculated as the area under the curve using GraphPad Prism 505 

(version 9). 506 

 507 

Repertoire sequencing analysis 508 

IgDiscover [24] v0.15.2 was used to preprocess IgM/IgG libraries, annotate VDJ sequences, 509 

and infer individualized V, D, and J germline genotypes for the donors from the IgM libraries 510 

using the IMGT release 202141-1 (11 October 2021) as a starting database. IgBLAST annotated 511 

NGS VDJ sequences were denoised and deduplicated using Fast Amplicon Denoising (FAD) 512 

with an error rate of .0047, which is the median MiSeq error rate reported by Illumina [47]. We 513 

applied FAD [30] to reduce the prevalence of singleton sequences that differ by only one 514 

nucleotide as these are more likely to represent different RNA templates from the same cell. 515 

This approach increases the likelihood that the traced sequences represent unique cells. 516 

Chimeric sequences were detected using a hidden Markov model (HMM) based approach. 517 

Briefly, the method generates an HMM based on an individual’s personalized IGHV genotype. 518 

The V region of each query sequence is modeled as either being derived from a single IGHV 519 

allele with mutation or allowing template switching between different IGHV alleles (also with 520 

mutation, with mutation rates potentially differing between the different component templates). 521 

Comparing the two models’ likelihoods provided us with a Bayes factor; we set a log10 Bayes 522 

factor of >5 as our threshold for chimera detection.  523 
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 524 

Lineage tracing 525 

Lineage tracing was performed on combined IgM Rep-seq, IgG Rep-seq, and mAb data with 526 

the IgDiscover clonotypes command [48]. A clonotype was defined as all sequences with the 527 

same V and J allele assignment, identical HCDR3 nucleotide lengths, and in the same single 528 

linkage cluster with a cutoff of 0.8 nucleotide match fraction between HCDR3 nucleotide 529 

sequences. Lineages with multiple mAbs which had differing light chain assignments were sub 530 

split by first creating new clones for each light chain VJ combination, then reassigning the 531 

heavy chain Rep-seq sequences from the original clone to the sub split lineage containing the 532 

mAb heavy chain sequence with the smallest possible Levenshtein distance. Clonotypes 533 

consisting of Rep-seq sequences and mAb sequences were given subdomain specificities and 534 

HCoV-HKU1 S binding data based on the mAbs they contain. If any of the mAbs in a clone 535 

had different subdomain specificities or an undefined subdomain specificity, the clone was 536 

marked as having an undefined subdomain specificity.  537 

 538 

EC50 calculation 539 

Serum EC50s were generated by fitting a logistic curve against the log10 of the dilution factors 540 

using the nlsLM function from the minpack.lm R package. The logistic curve’s maximum value 541 

was set to be the same across each antigen, with 1.364444 for anti-SARS2 S IgG and 1.818325 542 

or anti-HCoV-HKU1 S IgG. These maximum values were computed as the median of per donor 543 

maximums across all readings for each antigen. Anti-SARS2 S IgG maximums below .5 were 544 

excluded from the median calculation because they were low outliers from the pre-pandemic 545 

timepoint. Signals that were too low and flat to fit a logistic curve were given an EC50 equal to 546 

100, which is the smallest dilution factor.  547 

 548 

Phylogenetic tree construction 549 

All phylogenetic trees were created by first aligning nucleotide sequences using MAFFT v7.490 550 

[49], then generating maximum-likelihood trees using FastTree double precision v2.1.11 [50]. 551 

Visualization was performed using ggtree v3.2.1 [51]. 552 

 553 

Code availability 554 
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IgDiscover22 v1.0.0 is available at https://gitlab.com/gkhlab/igdiscover22, scripts used to 555 

generate all results in the paper are available at 556 

https://gitlab.com/gkhlab/Vaccination_of_SARS-CoV-2_Convalescents, and HMM code for 557 

chimera identification is available at https://github.com/MurrellGroup/CHMMera/  558 

https://gitlab.com/gkhlab/igdiscover22
https://gitlab.com/gkhlab/Chernyshev_etal_2022
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FIGURE LEGENDS 559 

 560 

FIG. 1 | Study design, serum neutralizing activity and properties of spike-binding monoclonal 561 

antibodies (mAbs). (A) Schematic of study design with time points for infection and 562 

vaccination, mAb isolation, and samples for NGS. (B) IML3694 and IML3695’s serum 563 

neutralizing antibody values against ancestral SARS-CoV-2 Wuhan (WT) and variants of 564 

concern (VOCs). (C) Pie chart of mAb subdomain specificities in the two donors. (D) mAb 565 

IGHV allele frequencies colored by donor. (E) mAb IGHV allele frequencies colored by 566 

subdomain specificity.  567 

FIG. 2 | A summary of all neutralizing mAbs with an IC50 below 0.4 mg/ml against any of the 568 

SARS-CoV-2 VOCs.  569 

FIG. 3 | Isolation time point and evolution of HCoV-HKU1 S cross-reactive mAbs. (A) Pie 570 

chart of timepoints in which HCoV-HKU1 S-binding mAbs were isolated. (B) Dot plot of % 571 

nucleotide IGHV SHM for the HCoV-HKU1 S cross-reactive and SARS-CoV-2 S-specific 572 

mAbs isolated at the acute timepoint. Mann-Whitney U test used for comparison. (C) Maximum 573 

likelihood phylogenetic trees of HCoV-HKU1 S-binding traced lineage ADI-66175.  The 574 

germline sequence was obtained from the IgBLAST generated “germline_alignment” column 575 

of the sequence with the minimum IGHV SHM in the lineage. 576 

FIG. 4 | Evolution of SARS-CoV-2 S-specific antibody lineages over the sampling time points. 577 

(A) Maximum likelihood phylogenetic trees of traced lineages containing IgM Rep-seq 578 

sequences: ADI-66196, ADI-67860, and ADI-67983. Germlines sequences were obtained from 579 

the IgBLAST generated “germline_alignment” column of the sequence with the smallest IGHV 580 

SHM in the lineage. (B) Dot plot of % nucleotide IGHV SHM for the ADI-66196, ADI-67860, 581 

and ADI-67983 lineage sequences. Purple crossbars represent mAb values, while the blue 582 

crossbars represent average values of traced variants for each timepoint. 583 

FIG. 5 | IgM and IgG repertoire sequencing and lineage tracing of SARS-CoV-2 S-specific 584 

antibody lineages at the longitudinal time points. (A) Bubble plots of SARS-CoV-2 S-specific 585 

mAb lineages found before and after vaccination in IML3694 and IML3695. The bubble sizes 586 

correspond to post-FAD and chimera cleaned data. (B) Line plots of median % nucleotide 587 

IGHV SHM for lineages found in acute IgM/IgG and post-vax IgG Rep-seq data. (C) Boxplot 588 

of median % nucleotide IGHV SHM for lineages containing pre-vax timepoint mAbs and post-589 

vax IgG Rep-seq. Wilcoxon signed-rank test used for comparison.  590 
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Supplementary data 591 

Supplementary Fig. 1 | Serum IgG titers against the SARS-CoV-2 (A) and HCoV-HKU1 S 592 

glycoproteins (B)  as well as neutralizing antibody titers against SARS-CoV-2 WT and variants 593 

(C) in a cohort of individuals a median of 8 days (range: 7-14) days after vaccination by mRNA-594 

1273 (n = 22) or BNT162b2 (n = 21), 22 of whom were previously infected with SARS-CoV-595 

2 (Recovered) and given one dose and 21 who were not previously infected (Unexposed) and 596 

given two doses. The previously infected individuals were vaccinated a median of 179 days 597 

after disease onset (range: 40-213 days). For these individuals, we also included serum samples 598 

collected a median of 42 (range 0-176 days) days before the mRNA vaccination. We used 599 

Mann-Whitney U-tests to compare titers. *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01, ***P < 0.001, and ****P < 600 

0.0001. 601 

Supplementary Fig. 2 | (A) Flow cytometry plots showing the staining and gating strategy for 602 

sorting ASCs and spike-specific MBCs. (B) Number of HCoV-HKU1 and SARS-CoV-2 S 603 

cross-reactive mAbs versus SARS-CoV-2 S-specific mAbs isolated at the different time points. 604 

Supplementary Fig. 3 | (A) mAb IGHV allele frequencies colored by donor shown separately 605 

for the three sets of mAbs isolated at the different time points. (B) mAb IGHV allele frequencies 606 

colored by subdomain specificity shown separately for the three sets of mAbs isolated at the 607 

different time points. (C) Pie charts of mAb subdomain frequencies shown separately for the 608 

three sets of mAbs isolated at the different time points. 609 

Supplementary Fig. 4 | (A) Maximum likelihood phylogenetic tree of IgM NGS, IgG NGS, 610 

and mAb sequences belonging to the same lineage as the ADI-67983 mAb. Sequences which 611 

remained after Fast Amplicon Denoising are marked in red. The tree is rooted on an inferred 612 

germline sequence obtained from the IgBLAST generated “germline_alignment” column of the 613 

sequence with the smallest IGHV SHM in the lineage. (B) IGHV SHM nucleotide percentage 614 

dot plots for the ADI-66175 and ADI-67983 clones IgG Rep-seq sequences, demonstrating the 615 

difference between SHM distributions with and without chimera removal. Blue crossbars are 616 

NGS data averages. (C) Sequence count data at each processing step. (D) Heatmap of clonally 617 

collapsed IGHV gene frequencies of bulk libraries and mAbs. 618 

Supplementary Table 1 | Fig. 1 serum titer donor samples datasheet. 619 

Supplementary Table 2 | IML3694 and IML3695 donor samples datasheet.  620 

Supplementary Table 3 | Monoclonal antibody data sheet including sequence data, subdomain 621 

specificities, neutralization titers, and VDJ gene assignment. 622 
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Supplementary Table 4 | IgDiscover inferred genotypes for IML3694 and IML3695. 623 
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